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OF pO0_ _t'l'V(_j_l,. FLARERAO]ATIONANDLINER HEAl TRANSFERIN A TUBULAR-CANCONBUSTOR

R. M. Claus, G. R. Nee]y, and F. N. Humenik
Natlona] Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohto 44135

Abstract MC ]1her wa]] at ceramic meta] interface

• MH liner wall - flame-tube stde
Total and spectra] Flame radiation measure-

ments were made In a tubular-can combustor at a 1 flux to ltner from flame-tube stde

series of parametric operating conditions to 2 flux from llner to casing sideexamine heat transfer within the combustor.
Radiation measurements were taken for a range of
tnlet air pressures from 0.34 to 2.0 NPa, tnlet
atr temperatures from S33 to 700 K, wtth two Introduction
different fue]s, Jet-A (13.9 hydrogen) and EnBS
(12.9 hydrogen). Re_surements of liner tempera- An accurate ana]ysts of liner metal tempera-
tures combined with the parametric radiation re- tures ts critical to the determination of combustor
sults a]]owed a calculation of the ¢ombustor 11ner 11ner 11re. A des]gner confronting this problem
heat loads. Flame emissivity was determined from can employ a number of empirical correlations to
the spectral measurements and compared agatnst an c_lcu]ate both the radiative and convective neat
emplrlca] correlation, loads to the liner. The difficulty arises because

not only are these empirtca] corre]attons of
differing degrees of validity but also the inputs

Nomenclature to these correlations are frequent]y on]y assumed.
The uncertainty thts introduces lnto the combustor

C convective heat flux design process can lead to either an over or under-

Cm turbulent mixing coefficient cooling of the combustor 11ner, which must berectified by an Increasingly more expensive pro.
0 hydrau'lc diameter gram of harduare design testing.

F ft]m atr temperature Of the emplrlca] correlations used to analyze
h convective heat-transfer coefficient liner heat transfer, the greatest uncertainty _s

K therma] conductivity generally asscctated with the prediction of radla
ttve heat transfer. The mechanisms of fllm coo]tng

KC thermal conductive heat flux are regarded as we]] understood, ] but the deter_

M mass flux ratio mlnatlon of the loca] flame emissivity, needed tn
the ca]cu]atton of radiative heat transfer, Is not

Pr Prandtl number firmly defined. The early work of Reeves, 2 pro-

R radiation heat flux vided a luminous flame emissivity correlation whichIs difficult to use and constructed from data ob-
Re Reynolds number talned at operating conditions more representative

"- s slot height of furnaces rather than gas turbine engines.
Subsequent work, 3-s has frequently only examined

T temperature the effect that vartous p2rameters have on total

U velocity flame radiation. Unfortunately a tota] flame
radiation measurement can not distinguish varla

absorptivity tlons In flame emtsstvl% _rom variations In flame
6 thickness temperature, thereby n_kt,,_ It difficult to con-

struct or test flame emissivity correlations.
c emissivity

'; The purpose of this report Is to examine somep mass density
_. of the parameters affecting heat transfer to the

o Stefan-Eoltzmann constant combustor ]tner and test the va]ldtty of some of

Subscripts: the corre]atlons used tn the calcu]atlon of ]lner
metal temperatures, flame emissivities and flame

an annulus conditions temperatures were determined using a spectra]
.'t radiometer. These measurements combined with total
t:_ c casing radiation and liner temperature measurements en.
'_ cerm ceramic coating abled a determination of the local heat ]oads to
_ the liner. Testing the combustor at a variety of

elf effective parametric operating conditions permitted examtna-
_' f gas film condition at dny X tton of some of the factors Influencing heat

transfer to the liner. Finally, extrapolation of
ft flame tube some of the trends with increasing inlet atr tam

• H hot-gas conditions perature and pressure allows an estimate of the
impact that advanced cycle engines wll] nave on

Hast Hastel]oy liner temperature and dur_ 111ty.
s film-cooling slot conditions

The mate, tal in this report ts intended as
W liner wal] a further examination of the data presented In

WA ltner wall - annulus slde Ref. 6.
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Apparatus and ProcedureOF POOR QUALIJ_he_ characteristics of the two fuels used in
thls investigation are given In Table II. The

These experiments were conducted with a single specifications for the experimental referee
JT80 tubular can combustor installed tn a test broadened-spectficatlon (ERBS) fuel were estab-
housingassemblydisplayedschematicallyin Fig. 1. lished In Eel 8. It was proposed that such a
Combustor inlet instrumentationconsisted of two fuel could Oe produced from the _vallable petro
inlet static pressures and a five point inlet leum stocks without excessive processing costs.
thermocouplerake located in the inlet plenum sec- Accordingly,the viscosity and boiling points of
tion. The combustor exit instrumentation consisted the ERBS fuel were higher than those for the more
of a set of elght-fivepoint thermocouplerakes for fully refinedJet-A fuel.
monitoringthe exlt temperaturepattern and a set
of four gas sampleprobes for exhaustgas analysis.

Liner metal temperatures were measured wlth 24 Heat TransferAnalysis
thermocouples of which four were located on the

dome and the others were divided along opposite Thls heat transfer analysis closely follows
sides of the combustor can so that two separate the approach detailed In Ref. 9. Heat fluxes to
thermocouples were on the outsideof each cooling and from the combustor liner are treated In _ one
louver, dimensional, steady-state, heat balance. The

overall heat balance includes a radial thermal
The flame radiationinstrumentationconsisted conductivity term to account for the effect of a

of three separatetotal radiationgauges installed thermal barriercoatingon the combuttor liner,but
at varying axial locations along the combustor axial conduction along the liner Is neglected•
housingand a singlespectralradiometerpositioned The resultingheat balanceequation is:
In llne wlth the window ports as illustrated In

Fig. 2. The three total radiationgauges were of Rl + Cl - (KC)radlal= R2 + C2 (1)a Gardon-typeconstructionwith water cooling and
a nitrogen purge to insure a clear optical path.
lhe stem of each gauge extended to the inner sur- The symbols are detailed in the Nomenclature
face of the combustorliner throughan existing alr section.
entry hole or a specially added clearance hole.
The measurement locations corresponded nominally The heat fluxes from the liner to the pressure
to the primary, secondary, and tertiary combustion housing (radlatton-R2 and convection-C2) could
zones of the JIBD combustor, be calculatedfrom:

The spectral radiometersystem componentsin- CWCc

eludedan opticalsensinghead unit, a programmable R2= ¢c + {W (l (Aw/Ac)( 4 - 14 ) (2)controller,and a printeras shown in Fig. 3. The - ¢c) TWA c
sensing head consisted of an optical sightingsys-

tem, a variable spectral filter, and an indium C2 = h2(iWAantlmonideradiationdetector cooledto the boiling - TC) (3)
point of liquid nitrogen through a high pressure
cryostat. A programmablecontroller was used to where
set the spectral filter at the desired wavelength

d" K

:, increments. The spectralfilter provideddata over O. . ,0.33
) a range of wavelengthsfrom 1.5 to 5.5 micrometers, h2 = 0.02 an (Re)an8 (Vr)an (4)

Further details of the spectral radiometer are Dan
• given in Ref. ) with the only significantdiffer-

ence being the opticalvlew path. Previousexperi- The radial heat flux conducted through the
• merits employed a traversing mirror. In this liner wall from the flame to the annulus air is

experiment the radiometer optical head was Indi- calculatedusing:
vlduallysightedthrougheach sapphirewindow port.

Kef.__f.f

Radiation n_asurement locations, both total (KC)radlal= 6eff (TwH " TWA) (5)and spectral,a shown in Fig. 4.

; The arrangementof the apparatus in the test Keff 1- (6)
facilityis shown in Fig. 5. The exit Instrumenta- 6eff 6term (Hast
tlon rakes and gas sample probes are on the left. K +

"J The flow directionIs right to left. The spectral cerm KHast
) viewing ports contained sapphire windows whose

transmittance bandwidth and high temperature The convective heat flux from the film-
_: capability are suited to thls application. For cooling alr (hot gas side) to the liner wall can
'; safety reasons, local focusing of the spectral be written as,!

detector optics was conducted at low pressure
(0.34 MPa). Spectral data scanning and recording Cl" hi(IF - TWH) ())
was initiatedfrom an adjacentcontrolroom.

I

d

Test conditions(see Table I) were selectedto Kf 0 0.4
cover the normal range of combustoroperationwhlle hI • 0.023 -- (Re)f'8(Pr)f (8)
maintaininga constantreferencevelocity (15 m/s). Oft
This maintained similar internal combustor air i
velocitiesto minimize aerodynamiceffects on the with Re and Pr calculatedat fllm conditions.

parametricresults. The fllm alr temperatureused above was deter-
mined by using the techniquesgiven in Ref. TO.

L
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However, fig. 6 does show a reasonably good tom
F lH6 " TF 1 (9) parlson between the two types of measurements=

IHG - Tan ] + Cmx-- The variation tn flame radiation along the"s length of the combustor shown in Flg. 6 can be
associated with the combustion process. In the

The mass flux ratio is primary zone the high burning zone equivalence
ratio (¢ > 1) results in rapid soot formation.

PsU In the secondary zone, high flame temperatures
M - s (10) resulting from near stotchlometrtc burning are

PHUH coupled with large amounts of soot produced in the
primary zone, thereby providing the highest meas-

Following the recommendation of Ref. 10, ured levels of flame radiation. The soot formed
Cm = 0.05. in the primary zone iS oxidized due to the addt

tlon of excess air combined with high flame tem
]he final parameters required to establish peratures. In the tertiary zone dilutton air

the overall heat fluxes to and from the liner and lowers both soot concentration and the hot gas
hence, the liner temperature are the radiative temperature, decreasing the flame radiation level.
heat transfer from the hot gases to the liner,
RI, and the hot gas temperature, THG. Both of In the subsequent sections of this report, the
these parameters could be determined from the effects of several combustor operating parameters
radiation measurements. The hot gas temperature on flame radiation are examined. Note that the
could be determined as in Ref. 6, from the spec- spectral and total flame radiation data w111 not
tral measurement of carbon dioxide band radiation always quantitatively follow the same trends due to
(around 4.5 pm). The incident flame radiation, factors discussed above.
R1, could be determined from the measured total
flame radiation as follows:

Effect of InletAir Pressure

R1 = owRmeasured (11) Figure 7 reveals the effect of combustor inlet
air pressure on flame emissivity as determined from

This equation adjusts the radiant heat flux to spectral radiance measurements. As expected, flame
account for the absorptivity of the thermal barrier emissivity increases with inlet air pressure, but
coating on the combustor liner. The empirical the way in which it increases is unique for each
correction of the wall absorptivity used In the combustion zone. In the secondary zone there is a
heat transfer analysis of Ref. 9 was found to steep increase in flal_ emissivity with inlet pres
overpredtct the amount of radiation absorbed by sure. In the tertiary zone, however, flame emis-
the liner. A much more satisfactory agreement sivity increases but levels off around 1.5 MPa.

:. with data was obtained using o_ = 0.4 as In the primary zone the flame emissivity increases
derived from Ref. 1t. up to a pressure of about 1.5 MPa and then de

creases sllghtly.

Results and Discussion A possible explanation for this decrease in
flame emissivityat high pressures can be found in

Spectral and total flame radiation measure- an examinationof the fuel nozzle spray. At high
ments were taken at several axlal locations in a pressure levels, the fuel nozzle, operating at a

_, tubularcan combustor. In the followingsections, high pressuredrop, injectsa finelya1_._Izedspray
: these spectral or total flame radiation measure- resulting in rapid evaporation of the fuel droplets.

ments are labelled as primary, secondary or ter- In the fuel rich primary zone, the additional fuel
tiary zone data. Figure 6 shows the relationship vapor may dilute reactions occurring close to the
bptween spectral and total measurements taken in fuel nozzle causing lower levels of flame tempera ,
the three combustion zones.* lhe spectral and ture and soot concentration.
total radiation measurements were taken at differ-

ent axial locations and accordingly, the two Figure _ also displays curves correspondinginstruments indicate dissimilar flame radiation
levels in the combustor To further complicate to the empirical flame emissivity correlation of

• Lefebvre,g. For the primary and secondary
; matters, these instruments used different fields zones, the luminous flame radiation correlation

of view: 0.9 radtans for the total radiometer and matched well with experimental data up to approxt-
; 0.3 mllllradlans for the spectral radiometer, mately 1.5 HPa. At the highest inlet air pressure,

2.0 MPa, there was a discrepancy of 15 to 25 per-
) cent between predicted and actual flame emissivity

*The spectral flame radiance was integrated values. As noted above this discrepancy may be
C. to determine a flame radiation level for the meas- related to the operdtlng characteristics of the

ured 1.5 to 5.5 pmwavelength spectrum. Using the fuel nozzle.
spectral radiance around 4.5 um (as noted earlier),
a flame temperaturewas calculatedand this per- In the tertiary zone, flame emissivity data

, mltted a determinationof the flame emissivityfor was compared to a non-lumlnous correlatlon,2.
the measured spectral region. This flame emlssiv- A disparity again arises at the higher pressure
lty was assumed to be equal to that for the entire levels. This may be ascribed to the fact that the
electromagnetic spectrum and from this a total empirical correlation was derived principally from
flame radiation level could be determined using low pressure data.
the spectral measurement. Typically the measured
spectrum covered 70 percent of the total radiative Figure 8 shows spectral radiance versus wave-
energy available, so that the corrections applied length for some representative inlet atr pressures.
were not large. In the primary zone, (fig. 8(a)), the gas band

3
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radiance at 2.7 and 4.5 pm is easily discernible ferentlal ltner temperature. ]n the primary zone,
from the continuum soot spectra only at the Fig. lO(a), total flame radiation increases from
0.34 MPa condition. (Gases radiate over discrete 67 to 86 W/cm ? as Inlet air temperature rtse_
wavelengLh intervals called 'gas bands'. In the from 533 to 700 K. For thls same inlet air tem
spectral curves these appear as increases in radl- perature Increase, local differential liner rom-
ance around 2.4 to 3.0 and 4.3 to 4.7 _m) At the peratures increase from 185 to 220 K. in the
higher pressure conditions, the gas bands progres- secondary zone (Fig. tO(b)), total flame radiation
slvely merge with the soot spectra becoming very and differential liner temperatures remain constant
nearly a blackbody spectra, with respect to inlet air temperature. In the

tertiary zone (Fig. lO(c)), ftame radiation de-
The high pressure primary zone spectral curves creases linearly with increasing _nlet air tempera

(Fig. 8(a)) indicate an absorption band _round ture, an indication of greater soot oxidation.
3.4 _m which becomes more apparent as lnltt air Conversely, differential liner temperatures rtse
pressure is increased. Since hydrocarbons have an with increasing inlet air temperature. The con-
absorption band around 3.4 pm, It Is possible that vecttve heat transfer coefficients decrease by
cool fuel vapor/droplets cause this absorptinn tn about 15 percent as the inlet air temperature in.
the fuel-rich primary zone. Apparer,tly, this band creases from 533 to 700 K. The heat transfer to
is not very intense and ls only prominent ct high the cooling air would then be less efficient and
pressures, lead to the observed higher dlf;erentlal liner

temperatures,
The spectra] radiance is more intense in the

secondary zone, (Fig. B(b)), due primarily to an Spectral radiance curves for inlet air tem-
increase in flame temperature. The gas band radi- peratures of 616 K and 533 K are shown in Fig. 11
ance is visible at all pressures due to lower for the primary and secondary zones. In the prt
levels of soot concentration. From 0.68 to 1.4 HPa, mary zone (Fig. ll(a)), the high temperature
the spectral radiance steadtly t_creases with inlet spectral curve is approximately a constant tncre-
pressure except for the gas band region around ment more intense than the low temperature curve
4.5 um tshere the spectral radiance remains constant, over the measured spectrum. This suggests that
This lr, lies a steady increase in optlcal density radiation levels in the primary zone increase not

_. for a constant combustion zone flame temperature, because of higher flame emissivity but because of
At 2.0 MPa, the data follows a different trend, higher hot gas temperatures. In the secondary zone

lhe 4 5 _m gas band radiance decreases, indicating (fig. If(b)), the 616 K spectral curvc is m,re
• intense around the 2.7 and 4.6 _m gas bands Indl.

t- a reduction in flame temperature while the soot
spectra Is unchanged from the 1.4 MPa pressure catlng a higher hot gas temperature The soot
levels. Again, a consideration of the fuel spray spectra appear to be unaffected by the inlet air
nozzle may provlde an explantlon Cor this circum- temperature increase. Taken together these trends
stance. At 2.0 MPa, the finely atomized sp'ay may indicate that at higher air temperatures the flame

'" be fully or nearly combusted as it reaches the emissivity decreases an _ncremental amount to :
secondary zone. Under these conditions a sheet of offset the increase in the hot gas temperature
stolchiometrlcally combustlng droplets will not be lhls Supports the insensitivity of the total flame

viewed by the spectral radiometer resulting in radiation with respect to inlet air temperature
'- lower measured flame temperatures, seen in Fig. lO(b)).
d

Thls phenomunon indicated the importance of Effect of Fuel Type
_' the fuel spray. Spectral flame radiance measure-

" ments obtalned with a different fuel nozzle, 12 gave The effect of a variation in fuel type on
evidence of a steady rise in optical density with total flame radiation is shown in flg. 12. ]n the

_" constant flame temperature at the same operating primary and secondary zones (Figs. 12(a) and

-': conditions. This variability of flame radiation 12(b)), the ERBS fuel emitted discernibly higher
trends with differing fuel nozzles is more fully levels of flame radiation with the largest per.

examined in Ref. 6. cantage increases occurring at the lowest inlet
air pressures. For example, In the primary zone

"_ The effect of inlet air pressure on total at 0.34 MPa, ERBS fuel emitted 56 percent higher

'_ flame radiation and local average llner temperature flame radiation levels than Jet-A, while at
is shown in Fig. g. As noted previously flame 2.0 MPa the increase was only approximately 6 per.
radiation increases wlt_ inlet air pressure, but cent. In the tertiary zone, the fuel variation

this same trend is not followed by the local liner resulted in no discernible change in the flame
4 temperatures, for example, In the secondary zone radiation levels.

an increase in inlet air pressure from 0.7 to

2.0 MPa results in a near doubling of the flame The spectral radiance curves shown in flg. 13
radiation intensity from 41 to 78 W/cm2. whi_e further substantiate these trends. In the primary
the local _verage liner temperature actually ae- zone at 0.34 MPa (Fig. 13(a)), the intensity of the

crea_es about I0 K. Similar trends are seen in gas band radiance around 4.5 wm remains approxl-
the primary and tertiary zone data. The decrease mately cor,stant, while the soo.t continua is more

in liner temperature as the pressure is increased intense w_th ERBS fuel, indicating higher soot
is due to an increase in the effectiveness of con- concentration levels. A similar trend is seen in

vectlve cooling. This will also be examined in the the secondary zone (Fig. 13(c)) and, to a lesser
Liner Heat Iransfer section, extent, in the tertiary zone (Fig. 13(e)). At a

higher pressure, 0.7 MPa, the primary zone again
indicates the presence of higher soot levels, but

Effect of Inlet Air Temperature the secondary and tertiary zones display almost no
change in the soot spectra, and hence, concentra.

figure 10 demonstrates the effect of inlet air tton levels. Apparently, at the higher pressures
temperature on total flame radiation and local dlf- the additional soot ts oxidized.

4
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Liner Heat Transfer 1he main effect of pressure is to increase

the flame emissivity. At an inlet air pressure of
The variation of total flame radiation levels 2.0 RPa, flame emissivities fell In a range from

between the two different fuel types provided a 0.7 to 0.8 In either the primary or secondary zone
parametric variation In the liner heat transfer (fig. 6). Estimating an extrapolation to higher
environment which can be used to estimate the heat pressures, the flame emissivity was chosen to be
loadlngs to the liner. Effectively the only varl- 1.0.
able changing in the heat transfer environment is
the radiative heat flux. The flame temperature The main effect of higher Inlet air tempera-
(i.e. the gas band radiance level around 4.5 _m In t_re was to increase the flame temperature. 1o
Fig. 11) appears to be nearly unaffected, there- extrapolat_ to higher inlet air temperatures the
fore, any change In liner temperature should be due measured radiation levels were increased by a
only to the varlattqn in flame radiation levels, factor accounting for the increase In the adiabatic

flame temperature. Thts factor was then combined
Differential llner temperatures resulting with the pressure correction to yteld an estimated

from [RBS and Jet A combustion are compared tn radiation flux. This flux was then inserted Into
fig. 14(a). The variation tn total flame radla- the heat transfer analysis.
tlon levels that cause this liner temperature
increase is shown in fig. 14(b). In fig. 14(c) A heat balance was then calculated at three
the percentage increase tn differential liner different engine cycle conditions. The lowest
temperatures Is shown to correspond very strongly pressure ratio condition, PR = 7, corresponded
with the percentage increase In flame radiation with experimentally measured conditions and was
levels, used to Insure that the analysis could match an

engine cycle condition. The higher cycle condi-
If the data in Fig. 14 Is used as an input to tlons, PR=40 and PR=60, required the radiation

a heat transfer analysis (described in the Heat level extrapolations. The resulting calculated
Transfer Analysis Section), the heat loadings to liner temperatures versus en_tne pressure ratio
the combustor liner can be calculated. These ca1- are displayed tn fig. 16. The liner temperature
culated heat loads as a function of inlet atr pres- at an engine pressure ratio of 40, approximately
sure are shown In Fig. 15(a). The dashed line 1170 K, are only margtna]ly acceptable for cur-
indicates the heat loadings for ERBS co_bustton rently used liner metal alloys. At an engine
wtth the solid lines designating Jet A combustion, pressure ratio of 60 the nearly 1240 K liner tem
A somewhat surprising result of this calculation ts peratures would be totally unacceptable for dura
that the hot slde convective heat flux (C1) Is blllty. An interesting feature of these heat
In a negative direction away from the liner. (%n balance calculations ts the reduction In differ.
this case the negative refer_ to the definition entlal liner temperature at higher engine pressure
of C1. C1 Is defined as positive when heat is ratios as is shown In fig. 16. This reduction of

;- transfered from the fllm air to the liner. The differential liner temperature is due to the in
opposite occurs here.) This effectively reduces creased effectiveness of the convective cooltng
the heat flux through the liner to the level of occurring at higher pressures. The absolute liner
R2 and C2, the backside radiative and con- temperatures still increase since the inlet air
vectlve heat fluxes. It should be noted that this temperature is increasing faster than the differen
analysis was made at an axial location along the ttal temperature ts decreasing. This trend, how
llner where the ftlm coollng efficiency was high. ever, leads to the speculation that for some other
At different axial locations the heat fluxes will liner coollng scheme that relies more heavily on

; change and C1 might become positive, convective cooling, the increase In convective
cooling efficiency might offset the increase tn

The method proposed In the Heat Transfer tnlet air temperature and maintain reasonable liner
Analysis Section Is typically used for calculating temperature levels. The only other alternative
ltner temperatures. If, however, the 1trier tem- would be to employ higher temperature alloys or
peratures are fixed at the values indicated In ceramics in advanced cycle engines.
Fig. 14 and the hot side heat transfer coefficient
(hl) is used as the dependent variable, the
variation of h with pressure can be compared with Summary bf Results
the theoretical variation predicted from Eq. (8)
In the Heat lransfer Analysis Section. This com- Total and spectral radiation measurements were
parlson between theory and experiment Is made in made tn a tubular-can combustor at a series ot
Ftg, 15(b). The comparison between _heory and parametric operating conditions. From these mea.
experiment Is excellent wlth the largest variation surements the following results were obtained:

i appearing at the low pressure conditions.
: (1) The increase In luminous flame emissivity

The fidelity wtth which h 1 was calculated versus pressure iS reasonably well represented by
across the Investigated pressur_ range provides the empirical flame emissivity of Lefebvre 9.
some confidence that this heat transfer analysis Discrepancies arise mainly at the higher pressure
can be extended to examine the impact of advanced conditions (around 2.0 RPa) and may be associated

cycle engines on liner temperatures. The main with fuel ln_ector performance variations.
difficulty involved In this extension ls the deter-
minatlon of the incident radiative heat flux. All (2) An increase tn inlet air temperature
previous calculations were able to employ measured (from 533 to 700 K) resulted In higher radiation-
radiation values, however, the higher tnlet atr levels tn the fuel rtch primary zone and an in
temperatures and pressures inherent in advanced significant change tn radiation levels in the
cycle engines were beyond the experimentally meas- secondary zone. Spectral flame radlance measure-
ured range. An extrapolation procedure was used ments indicated that the tncresed primary zone
to account for these changes, radiation resulted from the increase In flame tem i

5
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perature occurtng at the higher inlet air tempera- 4. Jackson, 1. A., and Blazowski, W. S., "Fuel

tures. In the secondary zone, the increase In Hydrogen Content as an Indicator of Radiative

flame temperature was accompanied by a decrease tn Heat lransfer In an Aircraft Gas lurbtne

soot concentration levels, resulting In the tnvart- Combustor," Atr Force Aero Propulslun Lab.,
ance of flame radiation with inlet air temperature. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, AFAPL-lR-79-2014,

1979. (AD-A067709).

(3) Combustion of ERBS fuel, a fuel with both

J r,a higher viscosity and higher boiling point than 5. NajJa Y.A.H., ond Goodger. E. M., "Radta
conventional Jet-A fuel, generally resulted in tlon and Smoke from the Gas lurbtne Combustor

higher levels of flame radiation than Jet-A. The Using Heavy Fuels," ASME Paper No. 81-H1-21,
difference tn radiation levels was less notable at 1981.

higher inlet atr pressures and at large axial dis-

tances from the fuel injector. The higher flame 6. Humenlk, Frank M., Claus, R. W., and Neely,
radiation levels we're attributable to higher soot G.M., "Parametric Study of Flame Radiation

levels. Characteristics of a lubular-Can Combustor,"

ASME Paper No. 83-JPGC-Gl-11, 1983.

(4) An extrapolation of the current data to

a hot gas environment representative of a 60 to 1 7. Claus, Russell W., " Spectral flame Radiance

pressure ratio engine resulted In calculcted from a Tubular Can Combustor," NASA lP-1722,

average liner temperatures of 1240 K. This tem- 1981.
perature ts too severe from a durability stand-

point indicating a need for improved materials or 8. Seng, Gary l., "Characterization of an Experl-

more effective cooling schemes, mental Referee Broadened Specification (ERBS)

Aviation Turbine Fuel and ERBS Fuel Blends,"
NASA TM-82883, 1982.
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TABLE I. -- TEST CONI)I]IONS

Com6ustor Combustor Airflow rate
pressure inlet

temperature kg/sec lb/sec
MPa psla

K °F

0.34 50 533 500 1.69 3.72
; .69 lO0 ; 3.37 7.44

1.38 200 6.75 14.88
! 2.07 300 'r _r 10.12 22.32

0.69 lO0 616 650 3.14 6.92

1.38 200 616 650 6.28 13.84
2.07 300 616 650 9.42 20.76

t

0.69 lO0 700 800 2.95 6.50
2.07 300 700 800 8.84 19.50

L

TABLE II. - FUEL CHARACTERISTICS

Specifications 3et-A ERBS
D

ASTM distillation,K:
C Inlt_alboiling point 411 435

lO percentevaporated 451 461
50 percentevaporated 47g 488

, 90 percentevaporated 517 552
Final boillng point _31 601

Specificgravityat 289 K 0.8142 0.8381
'"

Freez|ngpoint, K 226 244

Viscosityat 250 K, m2/sec 5xlO-6 7.2xi0-6

Net heat of combustion,J/g 43 304 42 200

Hydrogen,percent by weight 13.9 12.9
I
t

Aromatics,percent by volume 17.2 28.8 t
i

Sulfur (total),percent by weight 0.020 0.065
J I

t
I

,tqml
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TOTALRADIOMETER_

)!,

[

CO-tlt-I l_t

L

_- IOMETER

: Figure2. - Assemblyoftubularcombustorfor flameradiationstudies.

i:
l

,,,.,_

C-80.'0537
Figure3. - Spectralradiometersystemcomoonents:programmablecon-

trcllerwithprinter,andsensinghead.
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;' =- t ,_ WINDOWS. / -'• _ °/'"

_,.,_ _", ._ :,,_"__. RA_OMrrER_
_ Figure5. - PhotographofJT8Dcombustorhousingassemblyduringex-

periments.Installationof radiant heatflux transducers, locationofb.

window-stationsandsDectralradiometersensingheadareshown.
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[] INTEGRATEDSPECTRALDATA
© TOTALRADIO;v_ETERDATA

: PRIMARY TERTIARY

"_ 80 _ ZONE ZONE
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; " _ 20_

1 I I I
; o io - 20 3o

AXIALDISTANCE,cm :

Figure 6. - Totalflame radiationasa function
of axialcombustordistance
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LUMINOUSCORRELATION
c - 5

Ef:1-ex_,[-.286LuP(fla.lb)....(gI.']ref.9

NON-LUMINOUSCORRE_2110N _
Ef=I-exp[-7.1xl0PHbllflal)'STg'l'SJref.2

O EXPFRIMENTALRESULT

1.0 k

o,/o
o I J

_- (a)Primaryzone.
>-" 1.0

>_

• ,. INLETAIRPRESSURE(T3)= 533K
' _- 0.5 fla=0.016

-% FUEL=JetA

, (b)Secondaryzone.

I I ,
0 1.0 2,0

INLETAIRPRESSURE,

,, {P3),MPa

_; (elTertiaryzone.

; . Figure7. - Comparisonofpredictedflame_missivitywith
experimentallymeasuredvaluestakenin combus;.orat-I

. threeaxial_ocations,as afurctionof inletairpressure.

I%
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9--
P=1.4MPa

8 -- P=. 68MPa
P=. 34MPa7--

'J 6

: 5 --

: 3

" - ,,-.3MPa
r: 2 -- \_. /

E 0
(a)Prim,,ryzone.

,., 1.0--

<-- 9 P=2.0MPa

<"' _ P =1.4 MPa
8 -'_ P=.68MPa

7--__
6

4

3

1. 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 &O 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0

WAVELENGTH,I_m

(b)Secondaryzone.

Figure8. - Spectralflameradianceas afunctionof inlet :
airpressureandwavelengthforJetA fuelat inletair
temperatureof534Kandfuel-air ratioofO.016.
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80r- [] AT =TLINER-T3

/ O RT =TOTALRADIATION

240-- 60

200-- 40

160 -- 20

z20- % o. [ I
v ,-, (a)Primaryzone.
_-" _ 80_

p- O

,_,_"240,-- _< 60--
rL "_

• z _

"-"_z<-'-'200-- _- 40' _ 160N 20_ l,J,,,

u..

120-- 0 -

(b)Secondaryzone.

200_- 4O--

_.._' 1601 20i,o I I
0 1.0 2.0

"' INLETAIRPRESSURE(P3),NPa '

(c)Tertiaryzone.

Figure9. - Totalradianceanddifferen-
tial linertemperatureasa function
of inlet airpressureatdifferentaxial
locations.Inlet air temperature, 534K;
fuel-air ratio,0.016;fuel, Jet-A.
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' FUEL,=JETA
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' O RT= TOTALRADIATION
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(b)Secondaryzone.
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Figure10. - Differentialliner tempera- ':
tureandtotalradianceasa function "A_,_

: ofInletairtemperatureatthreedif- '
ferentaxiallocations. _
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7 -- T=616K
T =533K
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_ (a)Primaryzone.N
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WAVELENGTH,

(b)Secondaryzone.

Figure11.- Spectralflameradianceasafunctionofin-
letairtemperatureandwavelengthforjetAfuelatin-
letairpressureof1.4MPaandfuel-airratioof0.016.
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Figure12.-Totalflame I t

radianceasa function
offuel typeandinlet "
air pressure.Inletair i
temperature,534K;
fuel-air ratio,0.016.
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(a)Primaryzone;combustorpressure,O.34MPa(50psJa). (b)Primaryzone;combustorpressure,O.69MPa(100psia).
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(c) Secondaryzone;combustorpressure,O.34IWPa(50psla). (d)Secondaryzone; combustorpressure,0.69MPa(100psia).
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, (e)Tertiaryzone;combustorpressure,0. 34MPa(50psla). (f)Tertiaryzone; combustorpressure,0.69MPa(100psla).

Figure13. - Variationin spectralflameradiancewith spectralw_/elength;fuel-air ratio; 0.016;JetA andERBSfuels; inletair tern-
' perature,533K(500°F),
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(c) Percentincrease.

Figure14. - Differentiallinertemperature,totalflameradiance
andpercentincreaseasafunctionofinletairpressure.Inlet
air temperature533K; secondaryzonedata;fla - O.016.
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RI=HOTSIDERADIATION
CT=HOTSIDECONVECTION
R_+ C_=COLDSIDE
=RADI_,TION& CONVECTION

30F ERBS

JETA
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{a)Heatloading.
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(b)Hotsideheattransfercoefficient.

Figure15. - Calculatedheatloadsand
heattransfercoefficients,h, asa

. functionof inletair pressure.
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; Figure 16.- Predicteddifferentialand liner temperaturesas
a functionofenginepressureratio.
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